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A STUDY OP
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ITS E70IUTI0H, COHSTRUCTIOH, AUD STHEHGTH.
I. EYOLUTIOH*
The monolithlo hrlok payement, wherein the wearing 
oonrse of yitrified paying blocks is united with the concrete 
foundation, into one rigid slab, is the logical outgrowth of 
the demand for a permanent payement, sinqple and rapid in con­
struction, and costing less t]}an the briok payements of the 
sand cushion type* Its production marks a long step forward 
in the construotion of briok roads. In order that the full 
yalue and usefulness of this payement be appreciated, it is 
neoessazy to know something of the early types of the brick 
payement, and to follow them through their eyolution to our 
present day roads.
Early Types.
The earliest briok roads were constructed of what are 
now considered common building briok, placed on edge on tarred 
boards or compacted earth or grayel coyered with a layer of 
sand to smooth oyer inequalities of the surface. The inter­
stices between the bricks, or the "Joints", were filled with 
sand, and the road opened to traffic immediately. This sur­
face was better than dirt, especially in wet weather, but 
since there was little or no foundation to distribute axid 
carry the load, these payements were suited principally for 
light traffic.
In order, therefore, to provide a better foundation, 
a layer of briok was placed flatwise on the earth or gravel, 
a layer of sand or fine gravel on top of this, and upon this 
bed the wearing surface of brick was laid on edge* This type 
of surfacing made a more nearly waterproof covering, keeping 
the earth foundation dryer, and consequently of better bear­
ing capacity*
Since these pavements were made of relatively soft 
briok, varying somewhat in hardness a M  toughness, they soon 
wove to an uneven and bumpy surface* furthermore, on account 
of the installation or extension of water, gas, or electric 
conduits, trenches were excavated in the streets which, by 
being poorly backfilled, often left humps or depressions in 
the pavement* In spite of all these defects, many of these 
old pavements still exist in our cities and towns, as evidence 
of the long life of this type of pavement*
Introduction of Concrete foundation*
As the price of cement became lower, concrete began 
to be introduced as a pavement foundation. At first, the 
concrete was of a rather poor-quality, but it increased in 
strength and uniformity as its use became more common and 
equipment for mixing it was ioqproved* Natural cement was at 
first used, mixed hand with bank-run gravel, in proportions 
varying from 1:6 to 1:16, and consequently the concrete 
varied in strength flrom that which could be removed with a 
shovel to that which required a good pick or sledge to break 
it up*
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Meobsnioal Mixing.
Shortly after oonorete became common as a pavement 
jpoundation the continnons mechanical mixer was introduced*
This was a great improvement over hand mixing, for it delivered 
the concrete in a continuous stream from the mixer, whence it 
was wheeled *>-t**? dumped into place on the road by means of wheel” 
barrows. The continuous mixer, however, did not prove entirely 
satisfactory in producing a uniformly proportioned product, 
and was finally replaced by the common batch mixer.
Origin and Use of Sand Cushion*
The first concrete foundations were rough and uneven.
This made it necessaiy to continue the use of a layer of sand 
to take up these inequalities and provide a smooth, even, sur­
face upon which to lay the brick. This was the reason for the 
use of the so-called sand cushion, and was the origin of our 
sand cushion pavements, the defects of which we believe to 
have eliminated in the monolithic type.
After Portland cement had become cheap enough to be 
used in pavements, and the workmen had become skilled in thw 
handling and finishing of concrete, smoother and more even 
surfaces began to be obtained by various means, principally 
by the use of the long-handled wood float, until now the better 
class of work produces foundation surfaces varying not more 
than half an inch from a straight line. Thus we see the need 
for the sand cushion (originally two inches thick) decreasing 
to the vanishing point.
4Sand Cushion Working up in Joints*
In placing the wearing surface* the brick were laid by
hand in regular courses, and rolled to a smooth, regular sur­
face with a heavy roller. It was in this rolling that the 
variations in character of the sand cushion became evident.
Some sands, if not previously compacted, worked up between the 
brick, filling the joints from one half to three fourths full. 
This mode little difference if the joints were to be finally 
filleiJ with sand, but if a higher-class or more expensive 
form of filler were to be used, it often necessitated the 
taking up and relaying of the sections so affected. The im­
portance of this became more pronounced as the filler became 
more rigid.
Kinds of Fillers*
The three forms of fillers used are the sand or granu­
lar, the bituminous or plastic, and the cement, or rigid types* 
Of these the first is the most simple and least expensive. It, 
however, affords no protection for the edges and corners of the 
brick, but allows them to become rounded, making the surface 
of the pavement rough. With the bituminous filler, applied in 
a hot and quite liquid state, little difference is made whether 
or not the joints are free from sand* The rigid filler, how­
ever, necessitates clean joints the entire depth of the brick; 
for otherwise serious trouble will be caused later on. As 
this is the cause of the greater number of pavement failures, 
it might be well to consider it more in detail*
Grout Filler*
In the cement or "grout" filled pavement, it is 
essential that the joints he free from sand or other foreign 
material, and he filled the entire depth of the hriek, thus 
cementing the separate brick into a solid slab* As the tem­
perature rises and falls, the slab must expand and contract* 
Since the brick core in a solid slab having no allowance ipade 
for expansion, this expansion can take place only to a vezy 
slight degree, and instead great internal compressive stresses 
are set up* If the joints are filled solidly, the center of 
compression will be through the center of the slab, distribu­
ting the stress equally over the entire depth of hrlok* If,
Soor Grouting
fhe first application did not fill the joints 
sufficiently* fhe second was too thick*
CaxLse
. . . . .
Effect
howerer, the iointe are filled hat one inch or less at the top, 
the stress oomes entirely on this small section, and is often 
enough to shatter the brick or oxnsh the cement filler, des­
troying the bond, and ultimately subjecting the entire parement 
to wear the same as a sand filled pavement. This failure by 
crushing however, seldom oomes in the entire pavement, but 
rather oomes in spots where the grout has been carelessly 
applied, or of such thick consistency that it failed to penetra-fe 
the full depth. More wear is caused at these spots from the 
hammer-like impact of heavy wheels over the uneven surface, 
ultimately resulting in ruts or depressions. Again, water pene­
trates these opened Joints and its lubricating qualities com­
bined with the vibration from traffic causes the sand to shift 
and compact, leaving a hallow space under this part of the slab. 
As traffic moves over this and adjoining sections, great shear­
ing and tensile stresses are put on the grouted Joints, ulti­
mately causing their failure and consequently increasing the
>
>■ Typical expansion Joint failure
Pailure of grout along wheel track 
adjacent to expansion Joint.
8area of failure* WhereTer expansion joints have been placed* 
this same action of water seeping in at the joint has caused 
the failure of the adjoining grouted joints, resulting in bumps, 
ruts, and crushed brick at each place. This destructive action 
is often hastened by the freezing and consequent expansion of 
water in the sand cushion. Still another and often more 
dangerous occurence is due to faultily filled joints, and is 
the "blow-up”. As the internal stress or pressure due to ex­
pansion increases, the resultant pressure, applied through hhe 
upper part of the brick slab maintains a great tendency toward 
upheaval, held down only by the weight of the pavement, since 
there is Nothing in the lower part of the joints to resist. On 
hot days, this pressure sometimes becomes too great, and the 
whole pavement at the weak section is thrown up with great force.
Shaded by trees 
till noon
Slow Blow-up
The next day
not unlike an es^losion, tlirowing l)rlok maziy feet toto the air 
and endangering everything In the Tlelnlty* It Is the elimina­
tion of these defects, then, that to a great extent makes the 
advent of the monolithic form of oonstmotion such a forward 
step in the laying of the brick pavement.
Cement-Sand Bed*
Several years before the introduction of the true 
monolithic idea, cement mixed with sand (usually proportioned 
about 125), was substituted for the troublesome sand cushion, 
and was given the title of the cement-sand bed. Where the 
concrete foimdation was finished to a smooth and even surface, 
the thickness of this cement-sand bed was reduced in many in­
stances to as little as three fourths of an inch* This pave­
ment was a distinct type developed for city streets, and from 
the start was a great success* Its object was not only to 
afford a uniform bearing surface for the brick, but since the 
mixture of cement and sand was converted into a mortar by means 
of a thorough wotting after the brick were laid and rolled but 
not grouted, the setting up of this mortar fizially formed a
rigid bed and overcame many of the defects of the sand cushion. 
In addition, it effected to a limited extent a union between 
the brick surfacing and the concrete foundation, thus giving 
substantially a seml-monollthic beam. The success of this typo 
of pavement on heavy traffic streets has earned for it a very 
enviable reputation.
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Types of Monollthie Pavement*
With the introduction of the monolithic pavement, there 
began a new era in brick pavement construction. Since the brick 
were laid immediately upon the fresh concrete base, the problem 
soon arose as to whether a sufficiently smooth surface could be 
obtained on the concrete to receive the brick* Two types of 
the monolithic brick pavement therefore came into use, differing 
in the method of smoothing the concrete surface* In one is 
used a thin layer of a dry mix composed of cement and sand pro­
portioned about 1:3, spread directly upon the concrete by means 
of a double template, and followed by the immediate laying and 
rolling of the bricks In the other this intermediate layer is 
omitted and the laying, rolling, and grouting of the brick takes 
place immediately upon the smooth surface of the concrete, ob­
tained by the judicious use of sliding and tamping templates*
The first type was evolved by Mr* W* T* Blackburn of 
the Bunn Wire-Cut-lub Brick Co*, and the early pavements were 
laid under his direction by Mr* A* J* Parrish at Paris, Illinois 
in 1914* The first of the other type, sometimes known as the 
Vermilion County or the direct-contact type, was laid near 
Danville, Illinois, as an experiment upon the suggestion of 
Mr. Harvey C* Adams of the Danville Brick Co*, and Mr. W* W* Maxr, 
State Highway Engineer, in the fall of 1915, and later was de­
veloped on the Vermilion County Bond Issue Hoads under the 
direction of Mr. P. C* McArdle, Superintending Engineer*
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Experimental Seetions*
The experimental sections were laid on a road reoeiring 
heavy traffic from coal mines, about two miles west of Danville. 
It was laid in four sections, as follows: (1) A length of 36
feet using Scinch brick laid upon a 3-inoh base, with 1:3|^:6 
concrete; (E) A length of 64 feet using a 4-inch brick laid 
longitudinally upon a S-inoh base; (3) A length of 50 feet 
using using a 4-inch brick laid transversely upon the same thick­
ness of base; (4) A length of 48 feet using a 4-inch brick 
laid transversely on a 1-inch base, the concrete being a 1:3^ 
cement-sand mixture* The pavement was crowned 1-^  inches in a 
width of 15 feet. The concrete was laid just as wet as possible 
without runniug at the edges, struck off with a template but 
not tanped, and the brick laid and grouted Immediately.
The fourth section, or the 1-inch base, was placed where 
it received the most severe test - at the end of a soft gravel 
road* In the spring when the frost is going out of the ground 
this gravel road is little better than a series of mudholes.
Gravel road in spring Experimental sections
1916
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from whloh the traffic hemps up on the pavement, while in the 
sttmmer the snrfaoe of the gravel is above the brick and the 
traffic drops down npon the edge of the pavement. However, to 
date none of the work has shown the slightest sign of failure.
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II. COHSTRUCTIOK<
Preliminary Preparation.
The monolithic hriek pavement pavomoat is constmcted 
in a similar manner to any other rigid pavement. After all 
necessary grading is done, snitable ditches, culverts, catch- 
basins, cross-drains provided where necessary, the earth 
is brought to grade and rolled to a uniform, compact, and even 
surface with a heavy roller. Upon this prepared subgrade the 
concrete materials are distributed in the most economical way.
Unloading materials Distribution of materials
A good 1-inch graded gravel or crushed stone should be used, 
except for bases less than two inches in thickness, where 
a,gg]^ egctte well—graded from one half inch down to fine material, 
or its equivalent in gravel and sand, should be used for the 
concrete in the proportion of 1:4 or 1:2-|':4. Por the thicker 
bases, the proportion of 1:3^-:6 produces satisfactory results. 
Steel forms are sot in advance of the mixer and a good line 
can be maintain^ with little difficulty. If before placing
14
Oiling the forma
the concrete, a little low-grade oil is applied to the face of 
the forms, it will keep them clean and consequently will save 
much time and labor later on*
Consistency of Concrete*
The concrete used in the base should be of a slightly 
quakey consistency, dumped directly from the mixer upon the 
dampened subgrade, spread out between the side forms and struck 
off to the proper thickness and crown by suitable templates 
drawn forward by the mixer*
Templates*
In the first tjrpe* the template has two steel faces, 
between which the dry mixture of cement and sand is placed*
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The forward face outs off the concrete, while the rear face, 
set three sixteenths of an inch higher, allows the dry mix to 
spread over the concrete in a thin layer, foraing a smooth,
even surface to receive the brick*
There are several different templates used in obtaining
the smooth surface required by the direct-contact type, varying 
in character and operation with the size of aggregate used, 
the consistency of concrete desired, and the thickness of base 
required* Most of these templates have been developed on the 
four inch base pavements of Vermilion County near Catlln and 
Hoopeston, while the simplest is in use on the one inch base 
monolithic pavement construction of Stockland Township, Iroquois 
County, Illinois*
In the work near Catlin, at first only one template 
was used* This was made of two 2xl0-inoh oak planks placed 
vertically ten inches apart, with suitable cross-bracing be­
tween* The lower edge of these planks was cut to a one inch 
crown and faced with a strip of iron* Rollers were fastened 
to each of these planks for movement along the forms* This 
template was not satisfactory, however, for although well 
weighted down, the concrete often piled up in front as it was 
being pulled ahead, causing the rear face to rise and leave a 
high place in the base, which if not removed by a second 
dragging of the template, caused a wave in the pavement*
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In the work at Boopeston, therefore, an additional tem­
plate having the crowned faces two feet apart was used* This 
was supported on the forms by runners three feet long faced with 
iron curved upward at the front end* This acted as a check on 
the first template, taking off any high places and filling in 
the low ones*
Although this was an improvement on the original scheme 
still it was not altogether satisfactory* When excess concrete 
piled in front of this second template, the tendency was for 
its rear face to rise, the same as did the first template* The 
development of the machine pulled template stopped at this point, 
owing to financial reasons, and the succeeding work has been 
carried on by a double template followed by a hand operated saw- 
board template and finally by a light tamping template, to com­
pact the concrete*
A new steel template has been designed which, although 
never tried out, should prove satisfactory in solving this tem­
plate problem* It has three faces placed two feet or more 
apart, the rear one being tilted backward slightly, so as to 
smooth down and compact the concrete* This template is pulled 
along the forms on eight foot runners, projecting a foot or 
more in front of the front face* Runners are used on the tem­
plates instead of rollers in order to eliminate any irregularities 
in the surface or at the Joints of the forms* Rollers drop 
into any depressions, leaving the concrete with the same contour 
as the surface of the forms. They also concentrate the weight
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of the template, tending to make irregularities in the forms, 
especially at the joints, while the runner distributes this
weight over a large area. Instead of having the same crown as 
the finished pavement, the faces of this new template are 
crowned one and one half inches in ten feet to allow for more 
compacting of the concrete and for a greater depth of embedment 
of the brick, while still maintaining a final crown of one inch.
HThere large aggregate is used in the concrete, the 
crowned tamping template has been employed to good advantage.
Placing and tamping ooncrete base 
This template is made of two 2xl0-ineh planks placed vertically, 
between which is placed a lx6-inoh strip extending diagonally 
upward and outward from each end, and containing at the upper 
end a handle for moving the template up and down. The bottom 
edges of these planks are crowned 1^ inches, somewhat similar 
to the dragging template, and have a IxlO-inch strip nailed to 
them for a tamping face. The upper part of the planks extends 
out over the edge of the form, while the lower part is out in
18
to the width between the forms, the depth of out being the dis­
tance desired between the concrete and the top of the forms. 
This template is operated with a vertical tamping motion by two 
men, thus flushing a thin coat of mortar to the surface, upon 
which the brick are laid.
laying brick on tamped surface 
In the thin-base monolithio paving the dragged template 
is entirely done away with, using instead a hand-operated saw- 
board template. This has proved successful for this type of 
work, very probably on account of the small size of the coarse 
aggregate, enabling 800 to 1000 lineal feet of 9-foot pavement 
to be laid in a ten hour day.
Thin base Monolithic Pavement
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Setting forms.
Striking off concrete Gfeneral view
Laying pavement
soBrick Laying
Upon the prepared surface of the concrete the hriok are 
laid and rolled to a smooth, even surface with an 800-lh. water- 
ballast hand roller. Inspection is made at this time, and all
rough, broken, or cracked bricks are removed. The brick are 
carried on to the pavement with tonga or on short boards called 
"pallets” , and stacked in ngular order for laying so that the 
lugs will all be in one direction and the best face up.
The brick are bedded in the green concrete
£1
Grouting
The hriok are grouted immediately after the rolling is 
completed. The grout is made of equal parts of cement and sand» 
mixed to a uniform consistency in either a wooden mixing-box or 
any one of the mechanical grout mixers* The sand is of such size
Wooden mixing box
that it will all pass a number twelre screen. Grout sand of at 
least this degree of fineness should be used, or much trouble 
from separation is likely to be experienced.
rrr, > v '_> -
Use of mechanical mixer
zz
Usually the Joints are filled In fl-om two to three appll- 
oatlons. fhe first application of grout should he of a oonslstenqr 
comparable to thin cream or 'light* motor oil. It is applied in 
such quantity that the Joints will bo nearly full. The excess on 
the bricks is then broomed into the Joints with a coarse street 
broom. After most of the settlement has taken place, the second 
application of grout is made, using a mixture slightly thicker 
than before, comparable to medium thick cream or to the usual 
'heaTy* motor oil. Great care should be taken to fill the Joints
Second application of grout
completely. If the grout is too thick it will merely bridge over 
the upper inch of the Joints, leaving the lower portions open to 
the destruotive action of water, frost, and pressure due to rise
Second coat of grout applied too thick
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in temperature. This coat should be applied with the aid of a 
*squeegee* and worked thoroughly into the Joints. The material 
along the edges is made somewhat thinner by sprinkling the sides 
slightly before applying the second coat, thus insuring a thorough 
filling along the edges of the payement. A small amount of grout 
is left on the payement at this time to proyide for settlement. 
When it has partially stiffened, the payement is gone oyer again 
with the squeegee aided by a sprinkling can, filling all Joints 
and cleaning the grout off flush with the surface of the brick. 
All operations should be carried on within 100 feet of the mixer.
All operations are carried on 
within 100 feet of the mixer
When the grout has hardened sufficiently, the payement 
should be coyered with earth or other materials capable of re­
taining moisture, and kept wet for at least ten days to allow 
the concrete and grout to otire properly. All traffic should be 
kept off for at least three weeks, the earth then remoyed and 
the road made ready for traffic.
E4.
Expansion Joints*
No expansion Joints are needed in this pavement, hut if 
desired, thin strips of tarred paper may be placed throngh the 
slab at intervals of about 35 feet* These would act as aon- 
traotion Joints, eliminating the danger of contraction cracks 
forming in a Jagged line across the pavement, with the accompany­
ing possibility of having the adjacent bricks loosened by traffic.
With this type of construction, the most important part 
of the work, so far as obtaining a smooth surface is concerned, 
is at the mixer and the tanplates. Intelligent rolling of the 
briok is a necessity, but if the concrete is not of uniform con­
sistency, almost no amount of work short of taking up the brick 
and reshaping the concrete will make the pavement smooth. Too
Reshaping concrete base
great emphasis can not be placed upon this detail of the work*
The proper operation of the mixer to insure a unifoim consistency 
of concrete is Imperative*
He-surfacing with Monolithic Paving
25
He-surfaoing old hrlck pavement
4-inch brick are laid on a 
smoothing layer of ooncrete
Quite a difference from 
the original surface
26
Contractors Organization 
Thick base
Since the most popular width of pavement for country 
work not demanding a "double track" is ten feet, the general 
outline for a contractor's organization of crew will he des­
cribed on this basis. The number of men required for an efficient 
gang varies somewhat with the thickness of base. Considering the 
organization for laying a slab composed of 4-inch brick and 4-inch 
concrete, thirty-two men are required, when using a one-half 
cubic yard batch mixer. The distribution of the men is as follows: 
jOiead of the mixer, nine men are needed; one to set and oil the 
forms, five to wheel sand and stone from the piles to the mixer 
hopper, and three to help shovel stone. These three helpers may 
be eliminated if gravel is used since it is much easier to shovel 
than crushed rock. At the mixer five men are required; one 
loading cement into the hopper, one operator, who tends the 
machinery, one fireman, and two concrete shovelers, who distribute 
the concrete between the fowas properly. If the the mixer is 
heavy and the subgrade sufficiently soft to require board tracks, 
one man is kept busy moving these boards forward, and either 
tamping the concrete or supplying diy^  to the template.
In the paving gang proper, thirteen men are employed. 
Usually the brioksetter is the boss of this gang, which consists 
of himself; five carriers, who bring the brick from the piles to 
the pavement; three stackers, who stack the brick in such order 
that they can be laid in the pavement irith the greatest ease and
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speed* best faoe up, and lugs to the rear; one starter, who 
ooiomences each row for the setter; one batter, who outs the 
closing bats to correct size to complete each course; one culler 
or inspector, who turns over or throws out all uneven, cracked 
or broken brick; aud one roller, who operates the 800-lb. hand 
roller, bedding the brick and securing a smooth even surface on 
the pavement. His is an important position, for upon him 
largely depends the smoothness and eveness of the pavement.
Three men usually constitute the grout gang, one charging the 
mixer, another brooming the first coat into the ;foint8, and the 
third one taking care of the finishing coat with a squeegee. 
Finally, one man is needed to keep the pavement covered, wet 
down, and the forms pulled.
In charge of the whole crew, of course, should be a com­
petent foreman. A waterboy is generally required, who does odd 
jobs and usually ties the empty cement sacks into bundles for 
returning. This distribution of men will occasionally have to 
be changed to suit varying conditions, but it is representative 
of ordinary conditions. With this organization and a good mixer, 
from 700 to 900 lineal feet of ten foot pavement should consti­
tute a good ten hour day's work.
Thin base
The organization for the one inch base monolithic pave­
ment is quite similar to the foregoing, using about twenty-five 
men. Ahead of the mixer is the form-setter, three wheelers, 
one cement man, one fireman and mixer operator. On the other
28
side of the mixer are two men spreading and striking off the 
concrete, one hrick-setter, one starter, one hatter, six carriers, 
two stackers (if hrick are carried in by tongs), one inspector, 
one roller, three men to the grout machine, and one man for 
pulling forms, cowering, and wetting down the pavement. With 
such an organization tuader ordinary conditions from 700 to 1000 
lineal feet of nine or twn foot pavement can be laid satisfac­
torily in one ten hour day.
E9
m i  STHEHGTH
In the preceeding pages, the evolution and improvement 
of the brick pavement has been outlined; the construotion of the 
modern monolithic type has been followed through its various 
stages; and the contractors organization on the road described 
in detail. First-hand information and data dealing with the 
latter two items have been gained through the writers* connection 
with the Vermilion County Bond Issue Road construction during 
the stammer of 1916 in the capacity of inspectors under the di­
rection of Mr. P. C. MoArdle, Superintending Engineer. The 
eacperience thus gained has proved invaluable during the progress 
of the tests described in the succeeding pages. Actual road 
conditions have been approximated as nearly as possible in all 
the work, and the results have been interpreted with these con­
ditions in mind.
In the summer of 1915, when the monolithic form of 
paving was receiving great attention in and out of the technical 
press, several slabs were made at the University of Illinois 
under the direction of Mr. W. T. Blackburn and broken twenty- 
eight days later in the T. & A. M. Laboratory. From the results 
of these tests and the flood of inquiries concerning this pave­
ment received by the University, it was decided to continue 
the investigation of this new typo of pavement. The following 
pages really constitute a progress report on the work as com­
pleted to date. The conclusions drawn must therefore be taken 
as tentative, reasonable, or probable, and consequently must be
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subjeot to revision if the anhsequent teats so require* The 
scope of this investigation has been somewhat broad and has in­
cluded, in addition to slab tests, tests upon all the component 
materials to determine their character, suitability, strength, 
and their wear-resisting qualities. Prom the making and break­
ing of seventy-two slabs, data has been gathered oonceming four 
general classes of pavements and their component parts, viz!
Classes of Tests
(1) Monolithic brick slabs of the thin dry mortar bed, or 
"dry mix" type, such as was evolved at Paris, Illinois, and 
adopted as standard by the Illinois State Highway Department.
(E) Monolithic brick slabs of the "direct contact" type, 
such as was developed in Vermilion County, in which the brick 
are laid directly on the green concrete without the interposing 
of any layer of dry mortar.
(3) Plain grouted brick slabs.
(4) Plain concrete slabs*
a. Concrete base type (1:3:5 mix)
b. Concrete pavement type (1:8:3 mix).
Each of these four general types is represented by 
several sets which differ in thickness or other details of con­
struction* There are at least three specimens in each set*
Materials
All materials used in the construction of these slabs 
were commercial products, bought in the open market in quantity 
and were high grade materials, though not especially selected 
for this work.
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The brick used were Danville Block, provided through the 
courtesy and generosity of Hr* Harvey C* Adams, President of the 
Danville Brick Go., of Danville, Illinois. Pour inch wire-out- 
lug brick were used on all but nine slabs, six of these being 
made with two inch straight wire cut bricks, and the remaining 
three with partially repressed blocks having vertical lugs on 
one side.
The concrete sand and gravel were uniformly well graded 
washed produots from glacial deposits near Covington, Indiana. 
The gravel graded from one inch to one fourth inch, while the 
sand varied from one fourth inch down and contained very little 
foreign material.
Two kinds of sand were used for grout, the first being 
the concrete sand screened to pass a one eighth inch screen, 
while the second, now being used exclusively, was a fine, hard 
silloious S€Oid obtained from the Lincoln Sand and Gravel Co., 
of Lincoln. Illinois. This latter material will all pass a 
one-sixteenth inch screen*
Chicago AA Cement was used throughout, being botight in 
quantity on the open market*
Proportioning and Mixing
All concrete materials were proportioned by volume, but 
individual batches were made up by weight, calculated from the 
weights per cubic foot of the dried materials. In accordance 
with common practice, though not theoretically correct, one 
sack of cement was considered as one cubic foot. To insure
3S
aooiiraoy and •oniformity in proportioning, all Band and gravel 
was oven-dried*
The concrete was thoroughly mixed in a small power-driven 
hatch mixer. At first, the grout was mixed by hand in a pan, btt 
later, after the acquisition of a new mixer, all grout was machine 
mixed*
Forms
The slabs were made in wooden forms, having inside dimen­
sions of 25 X 45-inohes« This held six longitudixial courses of 
five brick each or eleven transverse courses of two and one half 
brick each* At first it was not deemed necessary to make these 
forms of heavy material, for only a small number of tests were 
anticipated; but as the work progressed, the old forme became 
warped, and it became necessary to prepare forms more rigid and 
durable than those first used*
The original forms were made of one-inch pine, six or 
seven inches wide, nailed together and braced at the ends* The 
new forms, however, were made of S x 7-inch cypress, built in 
accordance with the plan shown on the accompanying print. Althoxigh 
these are heavier to handle, they are more rigid* The use of tie 
rods in slots at the ends of the side pieces greatly simplified 
the work of assembly and removal of the forms* Likewise, the 
use of guide blocks for the heavy ends insured accurate assembly 
as well as additioml rigidity*
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These forms were set on the concrete floor of the lahora- 
tory« oare being tahen to see that the spot selected was level*
A layer of heavy building paper was put under each to prevent
Assembled form
Striking off concrete
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■the oonoT6l>6 s'tickiDg 1»o th.© floor# After the concrete was de­
posited and the sides spaded, it was stmok off with a wooden 
template to the desired depth# If a thin layer of dry mix was 
used, two templates were required. The first was set three- 
sixteenths of an inch lower than the second and was used simply 
to out the concrete to the desired thickness# The dry mix was 
then spread over the surface and smoothed off with the second 
template# IShen the dry mortar was omitted, one template sufficed. 
This was used both for striking off the concrete and for tamping 
it to an even surface.
Test cylinders were made at the same time as the concrete 
hase was laid, one cylinder being made for each batch mixed#
These were tested at the same age as the slabs, and served as a 
check on the quality of the concrete#
Cylinder ready for testing
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Upon th® prepared surfaoe of the concrete the hriok 
were laid hy hand* one man layings while another supplied the
Laying hrlek
brick and bats as needed. At first, when making slabs of the 
dry mix type, the brick were dipped in a bucket of water and 
laid directly on the dry bed. It was thought that this would 
help to set up the dry mix. However, upon breaking these slabs 
it was noticed that there was a decided tendency for the brick 
and concrete to separate, especially if in making the test, the 
pieces fell more than an inch. On examination of the separated 
bases of several specimens it was noticed that the sand grains 
were not entirely coated with cement as they should have been.
We came to the conclusion, therefore, that the surplus water on 
the face of the brick had a tendency to wash the cement away 
from the exposed grains of the dry mix. To test the correctness
40
Separated slab
Close view of separated base, showing 
effect of laying wet briok on dry mix
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of this theory, some slabs were made without dipping the brick* 
These when broken, showed comparatively little signs of separa­
tion, and from then on the brick were laid dry. This showed that 
an intimate mixture of cement and sand, characteristic of concrete 
could not be obtained in a dry mix, and in addition that the 
water did cause a separation of the cement from the sand on the 
surface.
After the brick were laid, they were tamped to a firm 
bearing and an even surface. For this purpose a light 4 x 4-inch 
tamper was used, striking on a lx6-inch board extending over
courses of brick. After this the brick were ready for 
grouting.
Grouting
The grout was poured on the slabs from a small bucket 
and worked into the joints by means of a small srubber edged 
squeegee. Several applications of grout were made, great care 
being taken to see that all the joints were completely filled. 
Just before the final set took place, all surplus grout was 
removed.
Two methods of mixing the grout were employed, - by 
hand and by machine. A mixer was not available at first, so 
for the greater part of the first series, the grout had to be 
mixed by hand. All the ingredients were weighed out, obtaining 
uniformity in proportioning; but at best it was a rather crude 
and laborious task to mix a batch of grout by hand and maintain 
it at the proper consistency. Practice soon lessened this
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trouTjle, but until the mixer was obtained it was a rather 
difficult matter to get the best grout* This difficulty was 
greater of course, when using the coarse grout sand, and separa­
tion was avoided only by constant and vigorous stirring* Machine
mixed grout, on the other hand, exhibited this tendency tothen
separate to a much less degree, but even if the the coarse sand 
were used the grout had to be continually agitated after leaving 
the mixer. Ho difficulty whatsoever was experienced while using
the fine sand*
While the grout was being applied, nine briquettes were 
made and allowed to otire under the standard conditions for ce­
ment mortar briquettes* Pour of these were tested at the end of 
seven days and the remaining five on the twenty-eighth day.
These served as a check on the uniformity of the grout*
Storing
The day after the slabs were made they were covered 
with about two inches of sand and kept moist until the twenty- 
sixth day, when they were uncovered and allowed to dry 'in air 
preparatory to breaking on the twenty-eighth day* The testing 
laboratory being located about two blocks away necessitated 
transportation of the slabs by wagon* Careful observation, how­
ever, has not disclosed any evil effects attendant upon this 
handling*
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Cxzrlng the slabs
Forms remored preparatory to testing
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Testizig
Th« slabs were broken In €tn Olsen testing maoblne of 
EOO,000-lb. capacity, applying the load at tbe rate of 50-lbs. 
per second. Owing to the fact that the slabs were too wide to 
go between the screws of the machine, they were placed upon one 
arm of the machine outside the screws and the load trazisferred 
by means of a needle beam. The needle beam was so spaced that 
the beam reading on the machine was Just twice the load applied 
to the slab. The load was transferred from the needle beam to 
the slab by means of a bearing block resting on a loading rig 
of light I-beams. These I-beams concentrated the load at the 
third points of the span, giring a uniform bending moment orer 
the middle third of the slab. In order to facilitate handling, 
a complete set of guides, clamps, and tes^lates was devised, 
which Insured quick and accurate setting of the equipment and 
test specimens. The photographs accompanying this discussion 
will serve to show the various parts of the equipment ready for 
the slab to be placed, the load to be applied, a typical broken 
specimen, and the manner of handling the specimens before and 
after breaking.
The main bearings were 3-inch cold rolled shafting. On 
these were placed 3 x -f -inch bars of cold rolled steel, upon 
which the slab rested. The free span was 42 inches. All 
necessary dimensions are shown on the accompanying diagram. In 
order that complete and true bearing might be obtained, the 
main bearing plates and loading rig were bedded in plaster of 
paris.
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Exposure after testing
After breaking, the specimens were placed out of doors 
with the broken edges uppermost, and exposed to the elements*
Storing slabs after breaking
Extreme conditions were thereby attained, the effects of which 
are now tinder observation. Some of the slabs have been exposed 
for over a year, but as yet the various types have not been ex­
posed sufficiently long to warrant any definite statements con­
cerning their action, except that some of the earlier dry mortar 
specimens are showing a tendency toward separation. HThether 
this is due to the manner of construction or to contraction of 
the concrete, can not be definitely stated.
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Problems Met
There were many problems of varying importance to be 
met in this work. Some of them have been solved, and others 
are still present. The question which has caused the most dis­
cussion is the location of the neutral axis of the slab. Ho 
method has been devised as yet to accurately locate its position, 
but the assumption has been made throughout that it lies in the 
center of the slab, regardless of the varying thicknesses of 
base and wearing surface. This assumption may be erroneous, but 
it appears to be on the safe side, so all calculations have been 
made for the compound slabs as if they were uniform beams. A
possible method of determining the position of the neutral axis 
is to set at least two sets of metal plugs in the slab, one set 
on the upper side near the edge, and the other on the lower
side, both being set at equal distances from the center, and 
then take a series of strain gauge measurements as the load is 
applied. If it is then assumed that sections plane before 
bending remain plane after bending as in the case of homogeneous 
beams, and the points obtained plotted and connected, the inter­
section of these lines should give the location of the neutral 
axis. Several sets of tests on various thicknesses of slabs 
would be necessary, but the results obtained should warrant the 
time spent.
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Computation of Bata
In considering the data gathered from the tests» the 
method used in figuring the results must first be explained. 
For simplioity, all possible factors were reduced to one con­
stant for each thickness of slab, reducing also the chance for 
error. 3Jhe rarious terms and symbols used follow:
L
M
Total breaking load in pounds.
Bending moment in inch pounds, figured by multiplying 
one half the load by one third the span, or i-I x ^  - 
7L.
d = Thickness of slab in inches.
c - Blstance ifoom the surface of the slab to the neutral 
axis in inches. This, was assumed to be in the center 
of the slab, consequently c s -id. 
b - Vidth of slab, equals 2S inches.
I « Moment of inertia of a cross section of the slab about 
the assumed neutral axis. Since the cross-sections were
rectangular, I - bd® •
S s Modulus of rupture as computed ftom the formula 3 -
Mo
T  •
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I¥. INTEBPEBTATIOU OP RESULTS
Conditions
Vhen studying these results, or when thinking of mono­
lithic constraction, the idea of two separate parts merely 
stuck together should he avoided* The terms hase and wearing 
surface are misleading, but necessary in order to distinguish 
the two component materials of a slab* It should be thought 
of as a solid beam, and to use an illustration taken from the 
concrete people, "having the large aggregate on the top*" If 
the results are viewed in this manner, many of the features 
brought out will bo more easily understood*
In interpreting the results of these tests we shall en­
deavor to tie than in with some existing road conditions. Por 
instance, a washout of the subgrade over a considerable distance 
or else an upheaval of the subgrade over the same distance, the 
rest of the subgrade remaining normal. When a washout occurs, 
the pavement slab acts as a continuous beam with the load 
applied on its upper surface. This sets up a condition of 
stresses such that at the center of the span the slab is in 
tension on the under side and compression on the upper, while 
at the ends these conditions reverse, giving compression in 
the lower fibers and tension in the upper* If the subgrade 
heaves because of frost action, these conditions would simply 
be reversed. Thus we see that it is necessary to study the 
behavior of the slabs under two conditions of loading, such that
the base is in tension and the wearing surface in compression 
and vice versa*
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As It was impossible to make tests on continnons slabs, 
each of the foregoing sets of stress conditions were studied 
separately. Various types of construction were tested, and the 
effect of changing the thickness of base was noted, fests were 
also made on separate slabs of each of the component parts of 
monolithic paving slabs.
Deflection fests
During some of the first tests an attempt was made to 
measure the deflection of the slab before rupture. This, how­
ever, did not prove feasible, since the deflections were very 
slight, probably less than two thousandths of an inch on either 
brick or concrete slabs. The ii^ortant feature was indicated, 
however, that the compound slabs deflect the same as those of 
homogeneous construction. If there were much difference be­
tween the moduli! of elasticity of the component parts, separa­
tion would take place under the loading. As this did not take 
place, we must conclude that a compound beam may be said to 
have but one coefficient of deflection.
Transverse Tests
It will be noted that that the slabs with the brick l^id 
transversely are much lower in strength than are those having 
the brick laid longitudinally, especially when the brick are in 
tension. This may reasonably be expected, as there is no key­
ing action taking place between the brick, and there is only 
the tensile bond between the brick surfaces and the grout to 
resist the bending moment. It is therefore the natural
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assumption that the slab should always fall transversely.
Howevert suoh is veiry seldom the case.
The extreme case of a washout taking place so that the 
slab is supported only at the two ends, i.e., having the supports 
exactly transverse to the longitudinal axis of the road, and 
giving no support along that axis, rarely, if ever, occurs. In 
most Instances the slab is supported along one side as well as 
at the ends even when a severe washout takes place. The support 
is almost Invariably diagonal at the ends at least, causing a 
combination of stresses, longitudinal and transverse, which will 
now be analysed as exhibited in simply supported slabs.
Reason for High Value
The slab has different ultimate strengths in different 
planes of fracture as shown by these tests, but apparently the 
coefficient of deflection is the same in all planes. Conse­
quently, any load which will give sufficient deflection to cause 
transverse rupture must of necessity cause failure longitudin­
ally. Therefore, the higher value of the longitudinal strength 
helps the transverse section to support the load until the de­
flection is great enough to cause rupture. The failure must 
then either take place simultaneously in both directions or 
along some curve of uniform stress in both directions. This 
latter case appears the most probable, and seems to be borne 
out by actual road conditions.
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As an illustration of this theory, oases may he pointed 
out on grouted hriok roads where loads sufficiently heary to 
cause fracture hare come on the parement along an xinsupported 
edge. In these oases a simple transrerse failure did not ooour, 
nor was a rectangular section broken out, hut rather a segmental 
or crescent-shared piece was broken off.
Hearing Action
The slab is weaker under the action of forces from the 
under side, fhat is, if hearing takes place the slab will 
withstand less than if spanning action took place. Hearing is 
caused by the freezing of water in the soil, but there is no 
data as to the Intensity of the pressure set up. Howerer, any 
loads which may come on the wearing surface will serre to 
neutralize these forces, as does also the weight of the slab. 
Moreorer, one of the functions of a parement is to keep the 
subgrade dry. This is attained by the monolithic parement.
So we see that heary hearing action could only take place under 
extreme conditions such as a long flood followed by a heary 
freeze. Suoh a condition is so rare that it is not economical 
to regard it in any ordinary design. Consequently we beliere 
that it is safe to figure the strength of monolithic slabs as 
if spanning conditions were the maximum.
Bietgonal paring
On examination of the accompanying tables it will be 
noticed that two sets of tests were made in which the brick 
were laid in courses at 46® with the sides of the forms. Both 
sets were tested with the concrete in tension. The most
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probable reason for the low modulus of rupture is that there is 
little keying action and that the bond between the glazed ends 
of the brick is low. One thi^Jg* howerer, is shown which may be 
worth noting. That is, the assumption that laying the brick in 
courses at a 45® angle with the line of traffic will increase 
the strength and resistance to wear is erroneous so far as any 
increase in strength is concerned.
Comparisozui •• Sand Cushion Type 
Some comparisons may be suggestire and instructive in
showing how this new type of pavement compares in strength and 
economy with the older forms of pavement. For example, consider 
the old sand cushion type* having a concrete base to carry the 
load. First compare the thicknesses of base required to carry 
the same load as 5-inoh and 7-inch monolithic slabs. If it is 
assumed that a 1:3;5 mix is used for this base, which is as 
rich as is ever used in practice, it will be found that it would 
take a trifle over inches of base alone to support the same 
load as would a 5-lnch monolithic pavement. The brick used 
would be the same in either case, and therefore it would save 
inches of concrete to use the 5-inoh monolithic{ and in 
addition, in the older type the sand cushion would be an added 
expense. Assuming a 1# inch sand cushion, which is usual, 
it would require six inches more excavation for the sand cushion 
type than for the monolithic slab of equal strength in order 
to bring both types to the same elevation. These are facts of 
economic importance! How much more road could be built with 
the money saved by eliminating six inches of out and 4^ inches 
ofeconorete over the entire ares? It is well worth considering.
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If a stronger paTement Is desired, consider then the 
7-ineh monolithic as congsared with the sand cushion type* It 
would take a concrete base 7|: inches thick to support an equal 
load, which would result in the sawing of inches of concrete 
and 6^ inches of out by using the monolithic construction* Is 
not this well worth while?
There is still another item to be considered in comparing 
the sand cushion and monolithic forms of pawing* In the sand 
cushion type the base is relied upon to carry all the load, the 
brick merely serwing as a wearing surface* If the surface is 
thoroughly grouted, which is not always the case, this slab will 
carry about 5400 lbs* before glwlng way* From this point on the 
concrete alone must continue to carry any additional load until 
its ultimate strength is reached* The pawement, howewer, has a 
weak spot where the brick slab has failed, and this spot will 
grow larger, the brick jarring loose and cobbling under the 
action of traffic, making the pawement rough and unsatisfactory 
for motor traffic, although the foundation may still support the 
load* Such is not the case with the monolithic type* This pawe­
ment remains smooth and unbroken until the ultimate loading has 
been attained* Ewen after this, the resulting crack is not as 
bad as in the former case, which occurred much sooner, and there 
is less danger of cobbling because of the complete bonding of the 
brick* This is no small adwantage, and should be taken into 
consideration when designing or specifying a new pawement or a 
countiTT road*
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Bnm'bllng
The nuisance of’*ruiB”bling’’ Is also done away with If 
monolithic construction is used. Bumhling is due to the sand 
cushion shrinking or washing away from the wearing surface.
This allows the grouted hrick slab to span the space left un­
filled and act as a sounding board similar to the head of a 
drum. The sound of the blows from a horse's hoof or the rattle 
of a steel-tired wagon is intensified and prolonged, and this
noise is commonly termed "rumbling”. This is a serious deterant 
to the construction of the old sand cushion type. It need no
longer be feared if a monolithic pavement is laid, for the 
sand cushion and its many evils have been done away with.
Rapidity of Construction
Purther, the monolithic pavement has the advantage in 
length of time required for construction. The concrete base 
of the sand cushion type must set at least four days before 
the wearing surface can be applied. This, if grouted, must 
also be allowed to cure for several weeks before being opened 
to traffic. The monolithic type, on the other hand, is con­
structed and cured as a unit, thus eliminating the time of 
curlzig of the concrete base, and the extra time of placing the 
sand cushion and laying the brick - a saving of fully a week.
After taking all these features into consideration, and 
giving them their due weight according to both the layman's 
and the engineer's viewpoint, it will appear that the old sand 
cushion pavement should not be laid in the future except in 
cases where other considerations, such as opening the surface
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for repair work, etc* take precedence over dxirability and strength, 
and even here the cement-sand bed is decidedly preferable to the 
sand cushion if the grout filler is used. If the sand cushion is 
used a soft joint filler should be employed.
Comparisons - Concrete Road Type 
Aw a further comparison, consider the monolithic slab and 
a slab of 1:2:3 concrete, such as is commonly employed in concrete 
roads. The tests show that a 7-inch concrete slab will carry 
12,815 lbs. before breaking, while a 7-inch monolithic slab will 
carry 14,293 lbs. On this basis a 7-inch monolithic slab is as 
strong as 7.4 inches of solid concrete. The saving in excavation 
in this case is not enough to be concerned with, but the question
of the extra half inch of concrete and the relative gearing 
qualities of the surface must be considered. Consequently when
we see that the monolithic pavement is fully as strong or even 
stronger than a concrete slab, and in addition has a better and 
more lasting wearing surface, we come to the conclusion that this 
new type of pavement is the best that has yet been devised.
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Dry mix type
4-inch hrick 
3-inoh concrete
67
Dry mix type
4-inch brick 
3>inches concrete
66
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Dry mix typo
4>lnoh brlok 
S^inoli oonoreto
69
ftry mix type
3-inch briclc 
4-Inch concrete
70
Dry* mix type
4-inch briok 
3-incli concrete
71
Direct contact type
4-inch hrick 
3-inch concrete
72
Mreot oontaot type
2-Inch 1)Zlok 
4-inch concrete
73
M r e o t  contact type
4-inch hrick 
1-lnch concrete
74
Dry mortar l>ase
4-inch hriok 
1-lnch base (1:3)
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4-inoli 'brick 
laid on third points
77
4>lncli semi^repressed brick 
Straight vertical litg
78
4-lnoh brick

80
Shiattered l>rick 
Showing strength of gront
81
"POOR GROUTIRG”
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